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1.01 In early August, Professor Widjojo, Minister of Economic, Financial 
and Industrial Affairs, and concurrently Chairman of BAPPENAS (the National 
Planning Board) visited Washington, D.C. to participate in the joint ASEAN-US 
discussions. At the suggestion of Mr. S. Shahid Husain, a meeting was arranged 
between Minister Widjojo and Mr. McNamara so that high level detailed discussions 
could be held on the Bank's future relationship with Indonesia. 

1.02 The major issues discussed by Mr. McNamara and Minister Widjojo at 
their meeting on August 7 are summarized below, and we suggest that Mr. McNamara 
focus on them during his discussions with the Delegation: 

(i) The relatively high growth rate of GNP (around 7% 
p.a . ) which Indonesia has been able to achieve over the past 
several years is regarded as a prerequisite for sustaining at 
least a moderate improvement in the income and employment of 
the poor. However, this will not be attained unless: 

(a) a major resource mobilization effort is 
mounted in the public sector; 

(b) there is a marked increase in the effec
tiveness of Government programs, particularly 
those dealing with food and agriculture, and 
a concerted effort to improve and strengthen 
the relevant responsible institutions; 

(c) considerable progress is made towards expanding 
labor-intensive industries in the private sector; 
and 

(d) the pattern of the public sector investment pro
gram is substantially shifted in the direction of 
the agriculture and rural sectors in order to 
generate employment and incom~. 

(ii) On the matter of resource allocation, the Bank's concern 
regarding the need to exercise strict control over new commitments 
for large capital-intensive projects should be strongly emphasized. 
(We suggest that the Delegation be asked to state whether, and to 
what extent, they intend to deal with this important issue). 
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(iii) So far as plans for obtaining a satisfactory level 
of public savings is concerned, the Government will need to 
accelerate its efforts in the field of taxation. The most 
pressing issue in this regard is the pricing of petroleum 
products sold domestically, most of which are presently at 
less than half the world market level. Plans to increase 
internal petroleum prices will need to be implemented expe
ditiously; in addition, attention should be given to methods 
for improving the administration of existing taxes and import 
duties, as well as proposals for introducing new sources of 
taxation. 

(iv) Since a very substantial part of our total lending to 
Indonesia during 1978-83 will be directed towards agricul
tural output, an issue of grave concern to the Bank - and one 
that is shared equally by the Government - is that of food 
production. Domestic production has not kept pace with demand, 
resulting in an increased reliance on net imports. Although 
the growing gap between demand and supply is likely to persist 
until at least the mid-1980s we believe that, with a major and 
well-coordinated effort, it is feasible to increase food out
put by about 3.2% p.a. during 1978-83. However, food produc
tion efforts should not be limited to rice; greater emphasis, 
including institution building and support policies, will need 
to be placed on secondary crops (cassava, maize, etc.). It 
was suggested to the Government (by Mr. Husain during his 
recent visit to Indonesia) that they undertake preparation of 
a detailed and specific food plan for the decade of the 80s, 
an exercise in which the Bank would be prepared to assist. 
This plan, which could become the basis of future cooperation 
on food policy between Indonesia, the Bank and other external 
lenders, should incorporate demand, production targets, organi
zational and policy changes, and requirements for investment, 
manpower and other outputs. 

1.03 Mr. McNamara might wish to mention to the Delegation that the creation 
of a special "Indonesia General Agriculture" division at Bank headquarters, as 
well as plans to expand the agriculture unit in the RSI, underlines the importance 
which the Bank attaches to serving Indonesia's needs in the field of agricultural 
output. 

1.04 As had been reported to the last IGGI meeting, possibly this year's most 
important event for Indonesia's long-term development was confirmation that the 
country had succeeded in reducing the overall population growth rate to below 2%. 
Mr. McNamara might wish to congratulate the Government on the success of its 
imaginative and highly cost-effective family planning program which, together with 
the national transmigration program, should help ease the population pressures on 
Java and Bali. Mr. McNamara might also reiterate the Bank's willingness to continue 
supporting the Government's efforts in these two important sectors. 
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2. Issues Likely to be Raised by the Delegation 

2.01 The Indonesian Delegation may raise the question of the Bank's recently 
revised per capita income guidelines insofar as they relate to criterion for 
providing preference on civil works contracts. Under the new guidelines, Indonesia 
(with a per capita GNP of $300) is no longer eligible for the 7-1/2% margin of 
preference for domestic contractors. In the highway and irrigation sectors, 
application of the preference has been a factor in awards of contracts, which have 
gone to domestic firms. As the Bank is willing to assist its Borrowers in up
grading the capability of the local contracting industry, it is very likely that 
the Delegation will formally request the Bank to make a general exemption to the 
guidelines in the case of Indonesia or, preferably, to raise the present $295 
eligibility cut-off point to a figure of, say, $350 - $400. We have been advised 
by the RSI that the Delegation will also question the methodology used to cal
culate the per capita income, because the per capita income figure for Indonesia 
is shown in the World Economic Development Report as US$240 (for 1976), compared 
with US$300 (for 1977) in the new guidelines (SecM78-542). 
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FY 79 FY 80 
---------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------- --- -

AMOU NT AMOU NT 
YR/MO 

PROJECT NAME IBRD IDA PROB. BOARD DATE PROJECT NAME I BRO I DA 

DI VI S IO N C DIVISION C 

INDONES I A INDONESIA 
-------------------------------- -------------------------------
AD05 TRANSMIGR ATION II 90.0 3/2 09/12/78 IM02 BUKIT ASAM COAL 100. 0 
AP1 7 RUBB ER REPLA NTING I 36.0 1 /1 12/00/78 AI15 WATERSHED MANAGEMENT 40.0 
EE0 7 ED UCA TIO N VI I 45.0 4/2 12/00/78 AI16 IRR I GATIO N XIII 100.0 
UU0 3 UR BAN OEVT. II I 50.0 2/1 12/00/ 78 ' AI 17 I RRIG ATIO N XIV 75.0 
AD03 RURA L DEVE LO PMENT I 12.0 1/2 0 1/00/79 AD06 TR AN SMI GRA TIO N III 

' 
6 3. 0 37.0 

THOS HIGHWA YS V 80.0 3/2 01 /00/79 AR04 AG RIC ULTU RE EXT. II 4 0.0 
AI 11 IRRI GATION XII 70.0 2/1 02 / 00/79 ARO$ AGRI CULTURE RESEARCH II 5 0.0 
EE 08 EDUC VII I 35.0 3/2 04 /00/79 EE09 EDUC. X 40.0 
OD DS DFC- BAPI NDO IV 80.0 2/1 05/00/79 PP07 POWER I X 120.0 
AP14 NUCL EST & SML HDRS III 100.0 . 2/ 1 06/00/79 NN04 POPULATION III 35.0 
PP06 PmJER VI I I 120.0 2/1 99/01 /79 WW02 SURA BAYA W/S & WASTE DSP * so.o 

------ ------ ------ -----
TOT AL FY iS 590.0 128.0 TOT AL FY 80 673.0 77.0 

( 7) ( 4) ( 10) ( 1 ) 
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FY 81 FY 82 FY 83 
- --- ----------- ------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------

AMOUNT AMOUN T AMOUNT 
------ PROB ------ PROB ------ PROB 

PROJECT NAM E IBRD ID/1 YR/MO PROJECT Nt,M E IBRD IDA YR/MO PR OJECT NAME IBRD IDA YR/MO - ----------- ___ ,. ___________________________ .. ___________________ ----------------------------------------
DIVISION C DIVISION C 
-------------------------------- --------------------------------

' 
I NDONESIA I NDONESIA 
-------------------------------- --------------------------------
TP07 PORT S II 40.0 1/1 . AC02 AG RIC CREDIT II 35.0 
AD04 RURAL DEVT II 40 .0 0/0 NF02 NU TRITION II 50.0 
AD07 TR AN SMIGRATION IV 40.0 40.0 1/0 TH06 HIGH WAYS VI 100.0 
AI 21 IRRIGATION XV 100.0 1/0 ADOS TR ANSM IGRATI ON V 100.0 
AP,1 COCONUTS 40 .0 1/0 AD11 NES V 70.0 
DD09 DFC BAPINDO V 70.0 1/0 AI20 IRRIG XV I & XVII 100.0 
0S02 SM ENTER DEV T 50.0 1/0 AP18 RUB BE R REPLAN TING I 60.0 
EE10 EDUC X-SE CONDARY 35.0 1/0 AT01 FO RESTRY INDUSTRY 35.0 
PP08 PO WER X 120.0 1/0 AY01 REGIONAL DEVT 90 . 0 
TX0 1 JAK~RTA BASIC SERV . 8 0.0 1/0 AY02 AGR I C SUPPORT SE RV I 30.0 
WU01 WAT ER SUPPLY II 28. 0 1 /0 0S03 SSI-SUPPORT SERVICE 30.0 
TT01 NORTH SU MA TRA TRANS* 35.0 1/0 EE11 EDUC XI 35.0 
APOS NES IV * 70.0 1 / 1 PP09 POWER XI 120.0 ------ ------ ------ ------

TOTAL rv 81 663.0 125.0 TOTAL FY 82 805.0 50.0 
( 11 ) ( 2) ( 1 2) ( 1 ) 

DIVI SION C 
------------------------------

INDONESIA 
-------------------------------

1/ 1 TP04 MARINE TR ANSPORT II 70.0 
1/1 A009 TRANSMI GRATION VI 85.0 15.0 
0/ 0 AD10 R/D OFF - FARM EMP L I 70 . 0 
1/0 Al18 IRRIGATION XVIII 110 . 0 
1/0 AI 19 WATER SHED II 70.0 
1/0 AP19 NES VI 100 .0 
1/0 OD10 BAPINDO VI 80 .0 
1/0 EE12 EDUC XE 60.0 
1/0 NN 05 POPULATION IV 50.0 
1/0 PP10 PO V/ ER XII 100.0 
1/0 TX 02 BASIC URBAN SERVICE 70.0 
1/0 TX03 PUB LIC ADM DEVT 45.0 
1/0 WU03 WATER SUPP LY IV 40.0 ------ -----

TOTAL FY 83 840.0 125.0 
{ 11 ) ( 2) 
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wonLo BANK/ INTERNATION AL FINANC E CORPORATI ON 

OFFICE MErv10R/\NOUM 
TO: 

FFlOM: 

Ur. Ernest Stern 

S . Shahid Husain ( ARN, RVP) ~ 
DAT.E: September 11, 1978 

SU BJECT: HIDONESIA: Preference for Domestic General Contrac tors 

1. Stanley Please, who was acting for me until rec ently s di s cussed 
with you a few weeks ago our concern about the effect of the new "Per 
Capita Income Guidelines for Opera tional Purposes'' (SecM78-542 of 
June 27$ 1978) on projects financed in Indonesia by the Bank Group 
because, under the new gui.delines, Indonesia i s no longer eligible 
for the 7.5% domestic preference allowed in bid comparisons fo r civil 
work.s. 

2. The issue was also raised in some of the latest Decision 
memoranda we submitted to the Loan Committee and it appears that 
similar concern was shared by other Regions . Sub sequently, Herman 
van der Tak informed us that during an interim period the old guide
lines would be allowed to continue and t hat the n ew eligibility 
threshold of $295 would not appl y to projects in an advanced stage 
of processing, but beyond this interim period no exception would be 
made from the new standard rule. 

3. As most FY 79 I ndonesia pro j ects for which we would recommend 
ICB for dvil works have already been appraised, these projects will 
not be affected by the new guidelines, but the problem will r ema i n 
for projects to be appraised in future. 

4. We feel that the loss of the preference will be seriously 
detrimental to the achievement of several long-term objectives we 
hav e been trying to a ccomplish in Indonesia, i.e. the development o f 
a strong domestic constructing industry and its efficient participation 
in the execution of l arge investment projects . I also believe that we 
should not apply rigid yar dsticks in d e termining eligibility for 
domestic. preference. Some flexibil ity should be incorporated in the 
application of guidelines dep ending on the specific situation of 
borrowing countries. Indonesia is one of the largest countries in 
the world. It has national d evelo pment programs requiring annual 
ex penditures of about $6 billion; it is i mportant tha t the local 
contracting industry should play a growing role to execute them. The 
case of Indonesia should be a nalyzed in a broader context. The con
tract ing industry has begun to grow and is expecte d to be able to 
participate in international competi tive bidd ing more s uccessfully 
tha n in t he recent pa s t. We have paid part icular attention to 
strength ening the loca l contract ing industr y under the Fourth Highway 
oyeration (Ln. 1236-IND ) and a re taking further steps in providing 
assistance for it in the fif th highway proj ect which we have recently 
appraised. There are also other large projects in sectors such as 
irriga tion, power , and t r ansmigration under which loca l contracting 
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industry seems to stand a good chance to compete with foreign con
tractors if the domestic preference would apply. In fact, the 
experience under some of the relatively recent Joans indicates that 
some substantial civil works contracts were indeed won by local 
contract.ors after application of the preference of 7.5%. A contract 
of Rp 4.4 billion (aborit $10 million) and two other contracts, of 
Rp 6.9 billion (about $15 million) and Rp 4.8 billion (about $11 million) 
were von by local contractors after applying the domestic preference 
und er Cr. 514-IND (Fifth Irrigation Project) and Ln. 1236-IND (Four th 
Highway Project) respectively. Under recent power loans which allow 
domestic preference, procurement action is about to proceed or to start 
nex t year. 

5. Furthermore, as referred to in the Annual Meetings Brief for 
Mr. McNamara, the Resident Staff in Jakarta has informed us that the 
Government is likely to raise the revision of the guidelines with the 
management as a general issue. We understand that they will argue 
against using only a per capita income criteria to determine eligibility 
for domestic preference without regard to other considerations based 
on specific problems of individual countries. For instance, there 
may be co~ntries where with a little additional assistanc~ the domestic 
contracting industry may flourish, whereas in others no degree of 
effort may prcnnise any such improve;nent in the f oreseeable future. 
Also experience gained under ongoing proj ects should be taken into 
account to evaluate whether or not domestic contractors have been 
able to win contracts after applying· domestic preferences. Fti'rthermore 
the Government Delegation is also likely to question the methodology 
us ed in the calculation of per capita income because per capita income 
shown for Indonesia in the new guidelines memorandum SecM78-5L+2 is 
$3 00 (1977), whereas the figure for 1976 is $240 in the World Economic 
Report. The difference between the two fi~ures is in fact partly 
due to the revised low estimate of Indonesia's population and to a 
change in the base period from 1974/76 to 1975/77. 

6. It is unfortunate that the revision of the guidelines for 
preference to domestic contractors was made at a time when we were 
feeling that Indonesian companies had just begun to take advantage 
from it. In previous loan negotiations the Indonesian Government has 
not objected to awarding civil works contracts in accordance with ICB 
procedures, with the understanding that local contractors would 
receive a domestic preference over foreign bidders. In new loan 
negotiations, the Government is therefore likely to insist on local 
competitive bidding to help their contracting industry. The revision 
will certainly not help us achieve our objective of easing the 
problems of the Indonesian contracting industry. 
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7. I would therefor~ be grateful if you could consider an 
exemption from the new guidelines for major borro,,ing countries in 
the position of Indonesia or propose a change in the present ceiling 
from $295 to $350 or $400 for eligibility for domestic preference in 
c ivil works. I believe the preference policy is to be reviewed in 
its entirety early in CY 1979 and I would hope modifications along 
these l ines can be made then. 

Cleared with and cc: 
cc : 

I Zincir:la 

Messrs Please (AEA) and Howell (AEP) 
Messrs Kirmani (AEP), Golan (AEP), Blaxall (AEP) , 
Young (AEP ), J ohanson (AEP), Wadsworth (AEP), 
Baneth (Jakarta), Stern (AEA) (o / r), 
I ndonesia Division Staff 


